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Abstract. A novel approach to design an inclusive and accessible math-
ematical learning environment is presented: The technology of theorem
proving shall be employed to support a student in solving mathematical
problems by giving hints to him/her based on formal proofs of each step
in a calculation. The system shall be made accessible by making use of
the built-in accessibility coming with VSCode, a standard editor used as
front-end for the theorem prover Isabelle.
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1 Introduction

Although long-year research and development efforts have been carried out to
enable blind and visually impaired people to learn and do mathematics effectively
through information technology, until now no system exists which would be
widely used at school or university. The present paper describes current efforts
to bring new energy and inspiration into the process by following a completely
novel idea: A theorem prover shall be used to support a person learning and
doing mathematics by assisting him/her through hints given by the prover. The
prover shall analyze the student’s approach to a mathematical problem and shall
give information about the formal correctness of the actions performed by the
student. Thus the student will remain creative in solving a problem, but he or
she will get confirmation and advice on his/her mathematical activity.

The accessibility of the environment to be designed will be based on the
accessibility of VSCode, a front-of-the-wave IDE with open source featured by
Microsoft which is also an alternative front-end for Isabelle [5], the theorem
prover intended as the core of the learning environment. VSCode itself is well
accessible because it rests upon the Chromium library5, which is able to furnish
5 https://www.chromium.org/chromium-projects

https://sketis.net
https://www.chromium.org/chromium-projects
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enough accessibility to be the basis for Google Chrome, a web browser used by
many blind people worldwide.

Already now, the Isabelle theorem prover furnishes valuable support to people
working in mathematics, be they blind, visually impaired, or sighted — however
restricted to reading access. This support is due to the fact that, being a theorem
proving system, Isabelle comes with a wealth of mathematical concepts with
precise formal definitions, and theorems derived from them, with formally correct
and well readable proofs. Therefore, with the Isabelle library we have a database
of present mathematical knowledge which is already now accessible to everyone.

This paper outlines ideas, plans and preparatory work which emerge from
joint efforts of three partners, where two of them were collaborating pairwise for
a long time, but never all three of them. One partner is from the community of
the proof assistant Isabelle [5], which is promoted by several institutions around
the world; another is IIS, the institute “Integriert Studieren”6 at Johannes Kepler
University, and the third one is the ISAC -project7.

The collaboration between Isabelle and ISAC results from the fact, that the
latter uses the former as a conceptual and technological base. For some time
there are plans to intensify this collaboration [3] for technical reasons. Great
advances of Isabelle’s front-end suggest to stop developing a proprietary front-
end for ISAC and to advance ISAC ’s integration into Isabelle such that it can
re-use all of its front-ends (and eventually inherit accessibility).

And the collaboration between IIS and ISAC arises from IIS’s mission to
support students with special needs and to research how to make software ac-
cessible for those students. In particular, the ISAC -prototype shall be improved
such that it becomes usable for visually impaired and blind people. This goal
fits well with ISAC ’s original idea to narrow the gap between high-school math-
ematics and academia. For that purpose ISAC reduces the complexity of proof
to “structured derivations” [1], that means, to calculations solving problems as
taught in academic engineering courses as well as at high-school.

Recently an eureka moment triggered collaboration of all three partners. A
member of IIS (and co-author of this paper) is a blind person, nevertheless he
holds a degree in a formal science. At his eureka moment he exclaimed “First
time I can interactively read a proof on a computer!” after having installed
Isabelle/VSCode8 and investigating the proof of the well-known theorem p ∈
N∧p is_prime⇒ √

p 6∈ Q. This important experience showed us that, when we
want to make Isabelle accessible, the right way is to use its VSCode front-end.

A detailed case study presents a concrete worked example within the learning
scenario we are aiming at. This exhibits the novelties and avoids theoretical
treatise.

6 https://www.jku.at/institut-integriert-studieren
7 https://isac.miraheze.org/wiki/History
8 https://isabelle-dev.sketis.net/source/isabelle/browse/default/src/
Tools/VSCode/extension

https://www.jku.at/institut-integriert-studieren
https://isac.miraheze.org/wiki/History
https://isabelle-dev.sketis.net/source/isabelle/browse/default/src/Tools/VSCode/extension
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2 A Vision for Educational Math Software

The traditional way of using paper and pencil to write down mathematical con-
tents and much more to do mathematical calculations is still the predominant
method among all people who have to do with mathematics. This is especially
remarkable if we consider the tremendous changes modern information technol-
ogy brought into society over the past few decades. Although computer algebra
systems such as Mathematica are widely used among mathematicians, these sys-
tems cannot help a person doing a calculation by hand, since they will do the
calculation for him/her. A system where the computer with its ever increasing
possibilities to support the human brain would help a person to actually do a
calculation is still missing, not only, as outlined here, for the group of blind or
visually impaired people, but for the sighted mainstream as well — one will
publish, or distribute, mathematical content in a digital format, but, as soon as
a student actively constructs a solution for a given problem step by step (where
each step has to be justified), it is generally paper and pencil which is used.

Of course the situation is changing step by step and faster due to the growing
number of touch/pen based systems including OCR for math, digital math-ink,
which will allow developing a new digital culture of interactively doing math
including and integrating the interaction with tools as computer algebra, theorem
provers and tutoring systems. These new and innovative systems inviting to
transfer from paper/pencil to digital doing math provide a much better and
much richer source for supporting navigation and in particular doing math for
blind and low vision people: What was implicit to the visual procedures and
workflows of doing math with pencil and paper now has to be formally and
therefore explicitly described in a machine readable and processible manner.
This forms a rich digital base, to which accessibility can hopefully be efficiently
added and which allows to implement assisting and supportive functionalities
better in accordance with the needs of blind and low vision people.

In spite of the undisputed advantages of the traditional paper-and-pencil
method, it is our conviction that the computer has a strong potential to help in
a calculation, be the user sighted, visually impaired, or blind. We thus envision
a scenario where methods which apparently are needed by the relatively small
group of blind people may as well be of great use and value for all people who
are dealing with mathematics. We see this formal mark-up of the procedures of
doing math as a first step towards a much more personalized approach to doing
math problem solving which is able to much better respect the broad diversity
of users in terms of physical, sensory, psycho-cognitive and social factors.

3 User Requirements

We claim that Isabelle/VSCode is the best starting point for accessibility of proof
assistants. The Isabelle platform already includes the Prover IDE (PIDE) frame-
work for various front-end editors: Isabelle/jEdit is currently the best developed
one, but accessibility of its underlying Java/Swing GUI framework is lacking.
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In contrast, Isabelle/VSCode benefits from up-to-date components by Microsoft
and Google, which are most of the time perfectly accessible — standard assistive
technology for blind users is actively supported.

Subsequently we apply user requirements stated for an earlier GUI [2,4] to
the current Isabelle/VSCode IDE. User requirements are abbreviated by “UR”.

UR.1: Decomposition of terms into proper sub-terms A sighted person takes
benefit from the highly sophisticated notation for terms elaborated during cen-
turies: exponents, subscripts, numerator and denominator above and below a
horizontal fraction bar, symbols from various languages, etc. All that can hardly
be realised by a one-dimensional Braille display. However, [2] showed by ex-
periments, that efficient navigation through sub-terms and super-terms can be
realised via keyboard and Braille display — which supports understanding the
structure of a term quite successfully. The (sub-)terms are represented as ASCII
strings according to specific Braille standards.

So there is the requirement, that in parallel to the visual representation
of terms (which looks nice in Isabelle’s specific fonts) there is a proper term
structure available for accessibility reasons — and both representations should
be in parallel for the purpose of inclusive learning.

UR.2: Semantic information for term elements: Various support for requesting
semantic information is well established in IDEs for a long time, in particu-
lar, getting a definition by clicking on a respective identifier in program code.
Isabelle/jEdit extends this feature to mathematical terms: A click, for instance,
on a plus operator in a term gets the definition of a semi-group, the simplest
algebraic structure with a plus operator.

This feature has been transferred from Isabelle/jEdit to Isabelle/VSCode —
and there this feature works perfectly accessible with keyboard shortcuts. High
estimations of the very general tools provided by Isabelle also foster hopes, that
a click on a certain element on the screen might lead to different definitions and
explanations depending on a user’s level of mathematics knowledge.

UR.3: Survey on structures of theories and of proofs is easily gained by a sighted
person quickly scrolling up and down the screen — while the Braille display is line
oriented and each line has to be touched until a survey might become satisfying.

For comprehension, arbitrary switching between detail and survey is crucial.
This requirement is well met by Isabelle/jEdit with a “Sidekick” parser and by
nice support for collapsing and expanding respective branches in the tree struc-
ture of theories; a mouse click on a branch immediately displays the respective
detail in a theory. And proofs in Isabelle/Isar [6] are visually structured by syn-
tax highlighting and by indentation such that the structure is presented nicely
by the overall visual impression.

Visually impaired persons need an approximation to all these useful features
for sighted users — an approximation that replaces vision and mouse by tactile
sense, Braille and keyboard shortcuts. One concrete minimal requirement is an
“Outline view” for theories and for proofs.
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4 Case Study: Solving Complex Problems

§2 and §3 place high expectations, many of which have been accomplished by
a prototype [3]. Appearance as well as students’ workflow on the prototype are
best illustrated by a case study. The following study focuses the most challeng-
ing phase, where human imagination triggered by text and figures has to be
translated into formulas and to be related to available knowledge.

4.1 An Example from Electrical Engineering

The following text combined with a figure can be found in textbooks for electri-
cal engineering:

The efficiency of an electrical coil depends on the mass
of the kernel. Given is a kernel with cross-sectional area
determined by two rectangles of same shape as shown in
the figure.
Given a radius r = 7, determine the length u and
width v of the rectangles such that the cross-sectional
area A (and thus the mass of the kernel) is a maximum.

So, what kind of problem is this? The word “maximum” indicates an optimisation
problem. Linear optimisation? What about approximation? Let’s go deeper into
details (. . . without being hampered by accessibility issues too early).

4.2 From Text and Figure to Formulas

The text asks for a “maximum”. In order to “Find” a maximum, what do we
know already, which facts are “Given”? The following template has fields to
enter respective items in lines 05 and 08 respectively (where the line numbers
serve for reference only on paper here):

01 Example <No.123 a>
02 Problem “univariate_calculus/Optimisation”
03 Specification:
04 Model:
05 Given: “Constants” r = 7

06 Where: 0 < r

07 Find: “Maximum” A , “AdditionalValues” u, v

08 Relate: A = 2 · u · v − u2, (u2 )2 + ( v2 )
2 = r2

09 References:
10 RTheory: “Diff_App”

11 x RProblem: “univariate_calculus/Optimisation”

12 o RMethod: “Optimisation/by_univariate_calculus”

13 Solution:

Above the template is filled already (frame-boxes indicate inputs) in order to
shortcut explanation to the experienced reader. In the ISAC -project the tem-
plate is offered to students in the so-called “Specification” phase which comprises
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modelling ideas into formulas and referencing available knowledge, the former
labelled by “Model” (line 04) and the latter by “References” (line 09). There are
three kinds of knowledge (all with the leading letter “R” for technical reasons
and check-boxes “x” and “o” explained later): “RTheory” collects all the types
and definitions required to get the formulas in the “Model” accepted by the sys-
tem. “RProblem” is the identifier of the problem-pattern generating the specific
problem at hand. And “RMethod” is able to generate the “Solution” (line 13)
automatically or in interaction with the student, which is collapsed above.

4.3 “Next-Step Guidance” by a Hidden Formalisation

As already indicated just above, the general insight about right angles can be
formalised by the sides’ lengths in the Pythagorean triangle as (u2 )

2+( v2 )
2 = r2,

but at least by one other equivalent formula (sinα)2 + (cosα)2 = r2. A student
should be supported in all possible ideas how to solve the problem at hand —
by “Next-Step Guidance”: the system should always be able to propose a next
step to the student who is free to adopt or to neglect it.

Modelling the problem at hand we already have at least two choices for
the student — how to support these by the system? For that purpose ISAC ’s
prototype introduces “hidden formalisations” as follows (where the “References”
are omitted, which are the same in both cases here):

FI ≡ [ [r = 7], [A, [u, v]], [A = 2 · u · v − u2, (u2 )2 + ( v2 )
2 = r2], {0 < .. < r} ]

FII ≡ [ [r = 7], [A, α], [A = 2 · u · v − u2, u
2 = r sinα, v2 = r cosα], {0 < .. < π

2 } ]

That knowledge9 is hidden behind the example (p.5, line 01) as for each example,
which should be capable of “Next-Step Guidance” — an additional authoring
effort, small given the fact that user guidance in interactive problem solving is
generated automatically afterwards.

So, the envisaged system shall be able to cope with a list of formalisations
for one example under construction and to select the appropriate one, which the
students seems to have in mind actually (which can change by specific input).

4.4 Relate the Problem to Available Knowledge

The three kinds of knowledge mechanised in the ISAC -prototype have already
been mentioned; now they are introduced properly — and related to accessibility
first time in the case study.

1. Theories are inherited from Isabelle without change. Here are all the defi-
nitions required to mechanically read formulas and all theorems required to
evaluate the pre-conditions in “Where” and to justify the steps in “Solution”
after the specify-phase has been completed.

9 The formalisations use brackets “[” and “]” denoting lists as usual in functional pro-
gramming. Some inner lists, actually, are interpreted as sets.
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2. Problems are instantiations of a formalisation with a problem-pattern. Their
representation has been introduced on p.5. Their definition is given in theo-
ries as soon as these comprise the required knowledge. And their structure
is a tree — and there are lots of tools with highly elaborated accessibility,
triggered by implementations of browsers for tree-structured collections of
files as found in any operating system.

3. Methods comprise a guard and a program which supports interactive con-
struction of a solution for the specified problem. While an optimal structure
for collections of methods is still unclear, the ISAC -prototype collects them
in a tree the same way; so the notes on accessibility apply here as well.

Searching appropriate knowledge during problem solving is probably the task
which takes most advantage from software support. And most of the various
tools for such search are highly accessible, as mentioned above.

Even equation solving is concern of knowledge lookup, the calculation on p.7
presents an equation on line 06: Assigning an appropriate method to solve it
involves questions like “Are fractions involved?” “What is the degree?” etc.

4.5 Iterating through the Tasks

Problem solving is an iterative process between trial and error, between search
and application of knowledge, between experiment and success. This iterative
nature is reflected in the software-supported process as well — see a part of
the “Solution” below following the completion of the “Specification”, which is
<collapsed> already):

01 Example <No.123 a>
02 Problem “univariate_calculus/Optimisation”
03 Specification: <collapsed>
04 Solution:
05 Problem “make/function”
06 solve_univariate

((
u
2

)2 +
(
v
2

)2 = r2, v
)

<collapsed>

07 L =

[
v = 2 ·

√
r2 −

(
u
2

)2, v = −2 ·
√
r2 −

(
u
2

)2]
08 v ∈ {0 < .. < r}
09 A = 2 · u · v − u2

10 Substitute v

11 A u = 2 · u ·
√
r2 −

(
u
2

)2 − u2

12 differentiate
(
A u = 2 · u ·

√
r2 −

(
u
2

)2 − u2, u

)
13 A′ u = d

du

(
2 · u

√
r2 −

(
u
2

)2 − u2

)
14 d

du (u1 − u2) = d
duu1 − d

duu2

15 A′ u = d
du

(
2 · u

√
r2 −

(
u
2

)2)− d
duu

2

...
29 [u = 6.75, v = 12.25]

The “Solution” iterates through specifying (sub-)“Problems” and interactively
constructing steps towards a solution of the problems. The first encounter is
Problem “make/function”, immediately followed by another problem “solve_univariate”
in line 06, which appears as a standard function like in algebra systems.
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At the right margin there are (beyond <collapsed>) the justifications for the
steps constructing solutions; in line 09 the negative element is dropped from the
set L of solutions, because it is not element of the interval {0 < .. < r} known
from formalisation FI ; in line 10 the justification is the primitive operation “Sub-
stitute v” which in line 11 constructs the solution for Problem “make/function”.

In line 12 “differentiate” is again a function known from computer algebra
(so the respective “Specification” is skipped). The function creates a sequence of
steps; here the justification is given by a well-known theorem. And at a certain
point an engineer will be interested in concrete numbers for u and v and will
decide to switch to floating point numbers in some interactive “Specification”.

5 Conclusion

The research and development area dedicated to enabling blind people in math-
ematics, especially in learning mathematics, has been highly active but did not
yet improve the central part of doing mathematics, which is still left to paper
& pencil. The completely new approach of employing a theorem prover, which
is outlined here, may revive this immensely important effort, leading to real-life
software solutions with the ability to take away a crucial shortcoming from the
community of blind and visually impaired people, but also with great potential
of fertilizing mainstream mathematical teaching as well in the future.
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